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World Diamond Council Reaffirms its Commitment to the KP Monitoring Team 

to Prevent the Trade of Conflict Diamonds in the Central African Republic 

  

NEW YORK, NY, July 06, 2017 — The World Diamond Council (WDC), an industry group focused 

on  preventing conflict diamonds from entering the global supply chain and protecting the value 

of natural diamonds, reaffirmed its commitment to the Central African Republic (CAR). The WDC 

supports the efforts in preventing the trade of conflict diamonds originating from CAR and 

stresses the collaboration of intergovernmental organizations and civil society groups to monitor 

the situation on the ground. A recent Global Witness report on diamond trading in CAR similarly 

highlights the importance of continual cooperation from all parties involved in the trade of 

diamonds in the region. 

 

Diamonds from the CAR have been slowly returning to the legitimate diamond supply chain under 

strict supervision of the Kimberley Process (KP) appointed Monitoring Team. This team 

comprised of government, industry and civil society representatives is tasked with upholding the 

strict guidelines put forward a year ago to prevent the trade of conflict diamonds.  

The monitoring process that has been put in place has not come without specific challenges, 

there have been instances where issues related to the lack of documentation have arisen and as 

a result the Monitoring Team took swift and proper action to block shipments that were not 

meeting the established monitoring guidelines.  

 

 



The WDC and the KP Monitoring Team recognize the challenging environment in which the CAR 

monitoring authorities operates but nevertheless continue to press the CAR government to 

increase its efforts to guarantee the traceability of the diamond supply chain within the country 

and prevent the proliferation of the illicit diamond trade. As part of this work, there are regular 

United Nations security updates verifying that declared green zones, or sub-prefectures in CAR 

where the export of diamonds has been allowed to resume, continue to remain safe and follow 

KP procedures.  

 

“The KP continues to become more efficient in our common ability to monitor the exchange of 

diamonds in CAR, thanks to the more rigorous and efficient work by the local Kimberly Process 

focal point,” said acting WDC President Stephane Fischler. “The WDC encourages continued 

dialogue to identify additional solutions to further strengthen our efforts, but there remains the 

need for the established guidelines to be strictly followed and local monitoring capacity 

enhanced. Diamond exports not conform to the agreed procedures, will continue to be barred 

from being exported,” added Fischler. 
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About the World Diamond Council 

The World Diamond Council (WDC) is an industry organization focused on preventing conflict 

diamonds from entering the global supply chain and on preserving the value attached to 

natural diamonds.  Formed in 2000, it is the only organization where the diamond trade is 

represented in full, from producer to retailer, and includes the most influential commercial 

businesses, not-for-profit organizations, and individual companies in the industry today.  The 

WDC is the voice of the international diamond industry in a tri-partite collaboration with 

governments and civil society known as the Kimberley Process (KP).  The KP secures and 

manages monitoring processes that have virtually eliminated the trade in conflict diamonds to 

ensure that the world’s supply of diamonds are from sources free of conflict.  Visit 

www.worlddiamondcouncil.org to learn more. 
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